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1 IntrodutionThis report presents the pre-ommissioning haraterisation results of the upgraded detetor forALFOSC. The CCD is now a E2V CCD42-40-1-B83, ser. no. 01064-17-06, while the previousdetetor was the Loral-Lesser W19-(0,0). Both detetors are bak-side illuminated with 20482imaging pixels and two read-out hannels. The new CCD o�ers improved performane in read-out-noise and image sharpness. The improvement in image quality is in part due to betteramera optis, and in part beause of less harge di�usion in the detetor. The pixel size of thenew detetor is only 13:5�m square, while the Loral has 15�m pixels. The image sale and �eldsize is unhanged, as the new optis ompensates for this di�erene.The performane desribed here is measured in the laboratory of Copenhagen UniversityObservatory. The liquid Nitrogen ryostat to be used for the assembled amera is the same asfor the previous amera, and was present at NOT during the tests at CUO. The tests were instead made using a losed-yle-ooler ryostat.2 CosmetisFlat �elds at wavelengths of 1060nm, 550nm and 334nm are shown in �gure 1In the entral optial band, around 550nm, uniformity is very good, with a typial strutureamplitude of �0:5%. A stithing pattern is visible as three horisontal lines, but this at �eldsout �ne. Some shadows from dust speks on the test dewar window an be seen. Spots withlow sensitivity are very few, in ontrast to Loral CCDs.At the longest wavelengths, uniformity is poorer, with large sale variations at the �4% level.This is slightly better than found on Loral CCDs. The variatios seem to be related to reetinglayers below the sensitive layer. At the bottom, fans of light are reeted o� the bonding wires.At 334nm, a highly regular pattern appears, probably from a laser annealing proess. Theamplitude of the pattern is about �5%, and on top is a large sale pattern of similar amplitude.This leaves the short wavelength response rather uneven.A similar measure of at �eld quality is the Pixel Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU). Thiswas determined for a 400 by 400 pixel segment along with QE measurements, and is displayedas vertial bars in �gure 10. Worst PRNU of 2.4% is found at the shortest wavelength of 334nm.It then improves in the visual band, where typial PRNU is 0.6%, an degrades slightly in thenear-IR to about 1%. The values are in agreement with the E2V test sheet results.Charge traps and bad olumns an be found by omparing a at �eld exposure at very lowillumination level to a well exposed one, as illustrated in �gure 2. Several exposures at 17e�and 42Ke� were ombined to produe two high S/N at �eld maps for the omparison.In the table below, the oordinates of defets found are listed. Trap depth is estimated fromthe approximation that depth equals the number of a�eted pixels multiplied by the exposurelevel. The atual trap loation is the smallest Y-oordinate of the area.Low level traps Comment[462; 927 : 1135℄ 3Ke�[909; 905 : 935℄ 500e�[368; 1℄[680; 1℄[833; 1℄[926; 1℄[1705; 1 : 5℄ 100e�[2061; 1℄[2077; 1℄Two traps are present in the imaging area, while several weak traps (< 50e�) are seen at theinterfae between the imaging area and the serial register. Only some of the strongest interfae2



traps are listed here. A lose-up of some of the register traps are seen in �gure 3, along withtheir e�et on a Fe-55 CTE exposure.The test sheet from E2V gives a trap ount of only one. E2V de�nes a trap as having aapaity of at least 200e� at -30ÆC. As this test is performed at -120ÆC and our trap depthestimate is rather rude, the results are not neessarily oniting with the E2V �ndings.3 Read-out noiseThe detetor voltages were modi�ed to optimise read-out noise (RON) without ompromisinglinearity, and gain was adjusted to avoid inuene from quantisation noise in high-gain mode.The following table shows the resulting RON found in di�erent ampli�er on�gurations.Ampli�er A Ampli�er BHigh gain: 3:25 � 0:05e� 3:75� 0:05e�Low gain: 3:7� 0:1e� 4:2 � 0:1e�The test sheet from E2V gives 3.2 e� in A and 3.3 e� in B. A slight pattern from eletronipik-up noise was visible when using ampli�er B, and this probably aounts for the di�erene inthe measured RON. Low-gain RON is higher due to a stronger impat from quantisation noise.4 Cross-talkIn dual read-out mode, ross-talk an our between the two output iruits. An image of astar in one side of the image will then have a faint eletroni ghost image mirrored around theborder of the two image setions.A pin-hole was imaged in one hannel, at an illumination level of several times the bloomingfull well. The image was then sought for in the opposite hannel, with ten exposures summedin order to detet faint features.For both hannels, no ghost image was deteted. If the performane of the individual outputsare onsidered aeptable, there appears to be no problems in utilizing dual read-out mode.5 Gain, linearity and full-wellGain, the onversion fator from Analog to Digital Units (ADU) and eletrons was determinedin two ways: By analysis of photon noise statistis, and by illumination with Fe-55 X-rays ofknown energy. The following onversion fators were found:Ampli�er A Ampli�er BHigh gain, Poisson: 0:76 � 0:01e�/ADU 0:77 � 0:01e�/ADUHigh gain, Fe-55: 0:756 � 0:005e�/ADU 0:768 � 0:005e�/ADULow gain, Poisson: 1:58 � 0:02e�/ADU 1:61 � 0:02e�/ADUThe two methods of gain determination are in good agreement.The data for gain determination from Poisson noise are shown in the upper part of �gures 4,5, 6 and 7. Here the gain is determined from the average level measured over a wide illuminationrange.Gain determination from noise analysis has proven to be too inaurate for linearity measure-ments. In stead, linearity deviations are examined by measuring the ADU level versus exposuretime, using a stable light soure. Measurements made in this way are plotted in the lower halfof the linearity �gures. By dividing the ounts with the exposure time, orreted for shutterdelay, a linear response should result in a onstant level.� Ampli�er A, high gain is linear to within � 0.3% from 270e� to 47Ke� (360 { 63KADU).3



� Ampli�er B, high gain is linear to within � 1% from 260e� to 48Ke� (330 { 63KADU). Ifthe lowest level ounts are exluded, linearity rapidly improves, e.g. it beomes linear towithin � 0.3% from 800e� and above. The low level deviation is suspeted to be due topoorer bias level stability.� Ampli�er A, low gain is linear to within � 0.6% from 270e� to 65Ke� (170 { 41KADU).A highly linear region exists between 1KADU and 40KADU. Below that, muh of the de-viation may be attributed to inaurate bias level subtration. Above 40KADU, ampli�ernon-linearity is severe.� Ampli�er B, low gain is linear to within � 1.1% from 260e� to 61Ke� (160 { 38KADU).Again, linearity improves onsiderably if the lowest ount levels are disarded. Above38KADU, ampli�er non-linearity is severe.The full well in high gain mode is de�ned by the digital saturation at 216ADU, about65KADU. In low gain, a strong deviation from linearity ours above 60Ke�, due to outputampli�er behaviour. The pixel harge handling apaity is signi�antly higher. A preise mea-surement was not possible, but harge blooming appears to start at a level of 200Ke� per pixel.6 Charge Transfer EÆienyThe fration of eletrons that are suessfully moved from one pixel to another during read-outis desribed by the harge transfer eÆieny (CTE).The CTE has been measured using a 55Fe X-ray soure, whose emissions generate a spei�number of photo-eletrons on the CCD for eah detetion. The read-out ounts as a funtion ofposition on the CCD an then be onverted to a CTE value.The values found at a detetor temperature of �120ÆC are:Ampli�er A Ampli�er BSerial CTE: 0.999990 0.999991Parallel CTE: 0.999999 0.999998The unertainty on the measurements is 10�6, whih means that the measured CTE is thesame through both ampli�ers.The serial CTE is not very good, but still at a level where it should not ause any onern.The E2V test sheet quote a serial CTE of 0.999996 in ampli�er A and 0.999999 in B, anda parallel CTE of 0.999999, all measured at �100ÆC. The higher serial CTE indiate that animprovement our at inreased temperatures.It is interesting to note that although the Fe-55 hits were a�eted by traps in the serialregister interfae, as demonstrated earlier, the CTE is una�eted.7 Modulation Transfer FuntionThe previous detetor on ALFOSC su�ered from severe harge di�usion between pixels, asphoto-eletrons meandered about in a �eld-free region before they were aught in the potentialwell of a pixel. This was one of the most important reasons for the detetor replaement. Themeasured MTF for both detetors is shown in �gure 9 for illumination wavelengths of 670nmand 830nm. In the same �gure, the expeted MTF due to the pixel geometry is shown. TheE2V learly performs better than the Loral CCD, and in muh of the spatial frequeny rangevery lose to the theoretial limit. While the MTF of the Loral depends strongly on illuminationwavelength due to the hange in absorption depth, the E2V devie does not show any signi�antdependene. 4



8 Quantum-eÆienyThe sensitivity has been measured through 11 narrow-band �lters from 334nm to 1060nm andis plotted as a solid line in �gure 10. The horisontal bars on the measurement points is theFWHM of the �lters used.Also shown are the E2V 42-40 minimum spei�ations and the E2V test data, both for adetetor temperature of �30ÆC. As we operate at �120ÆC, the near-IR QE drops below thewarm data. Possibly also temperature dependent, the QE shortwards of 600nm is here measuredto be better than the warm data.The �nal urve on �gure 10 is the QE of the Loral detetor to be replaed. The Loralhas slightly better visual and NIR performane, probably due to a oating optimised for longerwavelengths and larger thikness of the sensitive layer. The E2V CCD performs better atwavelengths shorter than 400nm.Pixel Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU) was determined from the same exposures. This isshown as vertial bars in the QE graph. Note that the PRNU amplitude shown is not saled bythe QE.9 FringesAt long wavelengths where the detetor is partially transparent, internal reetions will auseinterferene, making QE hange rapidly with wavelength and make the loal variations strongfor monohromati light. Fringes are a problem in all thinned CCDs, but as the new E2Vdevie has a smaller thikness than the Loral previously used on ALFOSC, fringing is of moreonern. An example at �eld is shown in �gure 11, where the E2V CCD is illuminated by830nm monohromati light.To haraterize the fringing behavior, at �elds were made using 670nm and 830nm lasers,and monohromator illumination spanning the range 620nm to 1050nm in steps of about 50nmand with a bandwidth of approx. 2nm. Fringe amplitude was determined the standard deviationof band-pass proessed at �elds. The results are plotted in �gure 12. It is evident thatthe monohromator fringe amplitude is muh smaller than the laser fringe amplitude, due tothe di�erene in bandwidth. The laser fringes are believed to be the best representation ofnarrow-band soures in the sky, and the monohromator urve an be used to mark the generaldependene on wavelength.For the Loral CCDs, only laser fringe data have been obtained. Comparing the laser fringeamplitudes, it is evident that onsiderably stronger fringing should be expeted from the newE2V CCD. Another E2V 42-40 has been haraterised earlier and displayed somewhat weakerfringes, only about 2/3 amplitude of the urrent devie.10 Bias and oversanThe CCD has hardware oversan regions of 50 olumns at eah end of the serial register. Theseregions should be suÆient for aurate traking of the bias level during single and dual ampli�erreadout.In addition, \extended" oversan an be used, but only for read-out windows extendingto the edge of the CCD opposite of the ampli�er being used, as it is generated by ontinuedloking and read-out after the last image olumn. Post-proessing by BIAS will always makethe extended oversan appear at the right border of the image, whatever ampli�er is spei�ed.The bias struture in vertial diretion an develop onsiderable gradients. During a sequeneof bias exposures, the gradient may be smaller than 5 ADU, but during long exposures, it maybeome e.g. 25 ADU. The broad oversan regions allows for exellent traking and orretion ofthis struture, as demonstrated in �gure 14. 5



An o�set in the oversan level during linearity tests appeared to depend on the exposuretime rather than the illumination. The bias level would hange linearly with exposure time forrelatively short exposures, by an amount of -0.2ADU/se for ampli�er A and -0.5ADU/se forampli�er B for exposure times up to 100 seonds.The bias level in ampli�er B is slightly o�set by the amount of ounts in the pixels previouslyread out. In �gure 13, an arti�ial star with a peak of 40KADU in high gain diplays a tail about30 pixels long and a maximum depth about 10 ADU lower than the bakground. This e�et didnot appear when reading out through ampli�er A.11 Dark urrentThe CCD is on the \non-AIMO type, meaning that it does not invert all phases during integra-tion to minimise dark urrent. This requires the detetor temperature to be ooled to �120ÆCin order to suppress the dark urrent suÆiently for RON-limited noise in long exposures.From several half-hour exposures, the average dark urrent was determined to 0.4e�/pixel/hour.There is a weak struture, as an be seen in �gure 14, with a somewhat elevated level near theleft and right borders. No hot pixels or olumns were found.Saturation residualsA CCD illuminated well above its harge handling apaity may produe a signal similar todark urrent, delining slowly over hours, as the harge leaks out from the saturated areas. Thiswas tested by imaging a point soure onto the CCD, at a level of approximately ten times thesaturation limit, produing severe vertial harge blooming. The dark urrent in the a�etedarea was monitored afterwards, and no extra signal was found.Another experiment did indiate a residual signal, though. An attempt to measure dark ur-rent at �100ÆC, gave rates of 16, 9 and 3e�/pix/h in three onseutive half-hour dark exposures.This is most likely due to an aidental saturation of the detetor before the measurements.12 ConlusionThe new CCD42-40 for ALFOSC has been on�rmed to provide better performane than theprevious CCD, espeially regarding read-out-noise and harge di�usion. Also osmetis im-proved, with fewer traps, no bad olumns and fewer low sensitivity spots. The elimination ofross-talk makes dual read-out mode more attrative, but this requires use of output B, whihdoes not perform quite as good as output A. Near-UV eÆieny is improved by the detetorand optis also, and this should give a notieable advantage.All this omes at a prie, though. Probably the small thikness of the CCD that the goodMTF possible is also responsible for a rather strong fringing in the near-infrared. Removal ofthe fringes will require mehanial stability of the spetrograph and areful observation andredution proedures.
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Figure 1: Flat �elds at three wavelengths: Lower left: 550nm, with greysale uts set to �2%of the median level. Lower right: 1060nm, with greysale uts of �10%. Top: 334nm, withgreysale uts of �15%.
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Figure 2: Low illumination level at �eld properties, as a mean of identifying harge traps.Lower left: Flat �eld at an illumination level of 17e�/pixel. Grey sale uts are � 20% ofmedian level. Signal is mostly seen as shot noise, with deep traps as dark lines. Lower right:Flat �eld at an illumination level of 42.000e�/pixel. Grey sale uts are � 2% of median level.Upper left: Ratio of the two at �elds. Grey sale uts are � 30% of median level. Upper right:Deviating points in the ratio image, a�eted by traps.
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Figure 3: Top: Setion of Fe-55 exposure. Vertial trails appear from several of the pixels.Bottom: Setion of low-level at �eld, adjaent to the serial register. The same olumns areshown as in the image above. Dark olumns reveal traps. Note the strong trails in the CTEexposure above the most prominent trap.
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Figure 4: Linearity data for ampli�er A in high gain mode. Top: Gain versus exposure levelmeasured from noise statistis. Bottom: A plot of ADU per seond versus total exposure time,orreted for shutter delay.
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Figure 5: Top: Gain versus exposure level measured from noise statistis for ampli�er B inhigh-gain mode. Bottom: A plot of ADU per seond versus total exposure time, orreted forshutter delay. Data is again for ampli�er B in high-gain mode.
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Figure 6: Top: Gain versus exposure level measured from noise statistis for ampli�er A inlow-gain mode. Bottom: A plot of ADU per seond versus total exposure time, orreted forshutter delay. Data is again for ampli�er A in low-gain mode.
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Figure 7: Top: Gain versus exposure level measured from noise statistis for ampli�er B inlow-gain mode. Bottom: A plot of ADU per seond versus total exposure time, orreted forshutter delay. Data is again for ampli�er B in low-gain mode.
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Figure 8: Plot of 55Fe K-� peak ounts versus row and olumn position, used for measuringCTE. The gradient along the rows shows a slight loss during serial transfers, while parallel shiftsare near perfet.
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Figure 9: The two sets of large symbols show MTF measurements for the new CCD. Stars repre-sent 670nm illumination and plusses 830nm. The smaller symbols show the same measurementsfor the previous Loral CCD on ALFOSC. The E2V has by far superior MTF, with little olourdependene.

Figure 10: Quantum eÆieny versus wavelength for the CCD42-40 at �120ÆC (full drawnwith bars). Also shown are E2V minimum spei�ations (stars) and test data (diamonds) at�30ÆC. QE of Loral CCD (triangles) is shown for omparison. The vertial bars shows thePixel Response Non-Uniformity. 15



Figure 11: Fringing from 830nm laser illumination. The greysale uts are set to �25% of themedian level.

Figure 12: Fringe amplitude dependene on wavelength. Stars are for the E2V 42-40 Othersymbols are for Loral CCDs. The urves are for monohromator data, and the isolated pointslaser data. 16



Figure 13: Dark tail from 40 KADU star, read out through ampli�er B. The ounts in the taildrops by about 10 ADU.

Figure 14: Horisontal and vertial pro�les of the ombination of several 1800se dark exposures.In the horisontal pro�le, 50 pixels on eah side of the imaging area trae the bias level, and onthe right side further 50 pixels of arti�ial oversan are reated by ontinued read-out beyondthe length of the serial register. In the vertial pro�le, the narrow blak graph is the dark leveland the noisier grey graph is the oversan level.17


